CASE STUDY

Case study life sciences

HOW TO CONNECT YOUR
SUPPLY CHAIN?
Building an end-to-end digital
supply chain operating model

“Together with our client we were able to establish
an end-to-end supply chain operating model,
integrating multiple regions, departments and
planning technologies.”
Christian Kroschl
Partner, CAMELOT Management Consultants

Start with defining
areas of improvement

AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT

Visibility and transparency are key for an efficient
and integrated supply chain. However, ensuring
that all information is available and visible and
that all involved parties are connected is easy in
theory but not always easy in practice. To create
an integrated supply chain operating model, a
top 5 pharma company started an initiative jointly
with CAMELOT. As a baseline for the project,
major improvement areas were defined. Furthermore, four main initiatives were implemented
to build an end-to-end supply chain integration
framework.
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REMOVE
FUNCTIONAL &
LOCAL SILOS

DIGITALIZE THE
GLOBAL PLANNING
PICTURE

Change focus from
the local to the overall
picture and to the
complete supply chain
instead of single
nodes

Create transparency
across locations and
planning hierarchies

Enable a corporate focus

To overcome fragmented supply planning processes and limited accountability, one global end-to-end supply planning process has been
established and defined involving all relevant parties.
Within that process it was ensured that globally defined customer prioritizations drive the complete supply. This was achieved by including
the priorities within the planning concepts of all supply chain levels
from the market to the initial production stage.

Establish an end-to-end planning
philosophy, mindset and culture
• Institute global governance structures and globally
harmonized processes
• Establish a common understanding of what is important
• Propagate and apply the customer prioritization throughout
the supply chain
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FOSTER A ROBUST
SUPPLY CHAIN
Achieve a proactive
planning approach
instead of reactive
firefighting

Connect data, process
and people

The next step was to institute end-to-end visibility within the supply
chain. One major part was the introduction of a central and consistent
planning platform.
SAP SCM has been defined as the global planning tool to implement
the defined planning process in the IT infrastructure, replacing various
alternative planning methods such as Excel maps, external scheduling
tools and whiteboards on the shop floor. The complete demand and
supply picture is integrated in one planning platform and accessible
for all involved parties.

Introduce a consistent planning
platform as a single point of truth
• Enable an end-to-end visibility of supply chain capabilities
from active ingredients to market inventories
• Digitalization of demand and supply picture
• Map supply capabilities to commercial targets to control
profit maximization from a supply chain point of view
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Use adaptive & intelligent
planning technologies

While SAP SCM is an established standard piece of software for
standard planning, further intelligent planning methods have been
introduced to achieve best-in-class planning, namely the Camelot
Demand-Driven LEAN Planning Suite (CLS). The CLS is the planning
system of innovation which closes the ‘white spaces’ of SAP SCM,
the planning system of record.
The global harmonization and advanced optimization of stock buffers
have been accomplished by applying the inventory component of the
CLS, Stock Buffer Management, leading to a reduction potential of
$240 million.
A feasible and reliable supply plan has been created by the production
component of the CLS, the Demand-Driven Rhythm Wheel (DDRWP).
Applying a cyclical, repetitive and changeover-oriented planning
concept has ensured that reliable signals have been sent both up
and down the supply chain.
As a consequence, variability has been managed and transparency
in the current demand and supply picture has been created in both
directions from the markets to API production and vice versa, resulting in additional sales potential of $100 million.
Through tactical design and parameterization, the planning solution
has accounted for the global governance framework, such as applying
customer priorities as a main driver within planning.

Introduce intelligent planning tools
to improve planning & visibility
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Empower your people

It is of major importance to include people in the end-to-end supply
chain integration framework. One key aspect is the institutionalization of the global perspective through new roles which have both the
capacity but also the ability to change from a reactive to a proactive
planning approach. This has been done through the creation of the
Supply Network Planner role. Furthermore, an internal governance
function has been established to sustain the end-to-end planning
philosophy.

• Enable an automated supply leveling across all connected
nodes to reduce supply chain variability and thus working
capital

Build a capability framework to
ensure that planning fulfills required standards

• Build a digital process that controls material and capacity
constraints end-to-end to increase commercial profits

• Change of mindset from reactive towards proactive planning

• Ensure both supply and demand plans are reliable and
transparent and increase service level by adaptive
commercially prioritized plans

Demand-Driven
LEAN Planning Suite
The Demand-Driven LEAN Planning Suite
(CLS) by Camelot ITLab provides intelligent
and advanced functionalities for both
production and inventory planning
and is fully integrated into the
SAP architecture.

• Establish new roles to foster a global end-to-end supply
chain perspective
• Active control of the end-to-end supply network via globally
governed parameters & global network accountability

Key facts and results
The program fostered a connected supply chain by overcoming local and functional silos and creating transparency throughout the supply
chain. Thereby, it enabled the establishment of an end-to-end supply chain operating model.

48 distribution
centers included

12 manufacturing
plants transformed &

in global safety stock
optimization

integrated globally

5 different production
technologies of the
supply chain covered in the
planning solution

END-TO-END SUPPLY NETWORK

GLOBAL
TOP 5 PHARMA
COMPANY

3rd-party
suppliers

Delivered in
time & budget

Active
ingredient

Formulation

Packaging

Global affiliate
network

BENEFITS*
$240m Inventory

reduction potential (27%)

> 300 people

trained & educated

> 250 production lines

using automated planning approach

16,500 SKU’s

material & capacity planned
(~ 60% of the total portfolio)

210,000 orders

planned and scheduled
according to global
priorities

60% variability reduction

PRINCIPLES

at formulation stage

More than $100m
of additional sales
possibility

Integrated
supply chain
Advanced
planning tools
Empowered
people
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* Calculated and confirmed in 2017. Tactical
pre-configuration stabilizes the supply plan,
significantly reduces demand variability
and thus lifts further inventory savings. The
pre-configuration resulted in significant
changeover reductions and thus a release
of capacity for additional sales.
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